Empired User Secure Score
Help every individual protect your organisation
Our latest addition to your cybersecurity
tool kit is the unique User Secure Score
app. This product is a market first in
creating user friendly cyber security
awareness.

How the Empired
User Secure Score can
help you

We know companies invest heavily in their
cyber security in terms of training,
software and hardware to keep their
digital assets safe.

+ The User Secure Score app works
seamlessly with Microsoft teams
for easy use and reference.

However, every member of your
organisation can contribute to your
security posture, not just dedicated cyber
security experts. After all human error
causes 93% of all incidents and 84% of
all breaches.
By implementing the User Secure Score
alongside Microsoft Teams, your
organisation can be made aware of the
impact their actions can have on keeping
malicious attacks at bay.
The app combines decades of
cybersecurity experience that Empired and
Microsoft have accumulated to help your
company. Your organisation will have a
bird’s eye view of the level of security
compliance from your team.

+ Empired can work with you
to customize your dashboard
to your company's security
needs and advise on how
to remediate risks.
+ It collects evidence of completed
security measures and
outstanding tasks all in an easyto-read dashboard.
+ It will prioritise your team's
security posture and help security
leaders identify incomplete tasks
that may compromise your
company.

Empired manages the User Secure Score
on your behalf as a service.
We will implement the application in
a dedicated Azure subscription in the
data centre of your choice. As part of the
service, we will continually add new
measures and manage the underlying
data structure.
The Empired User Secure Score queries
the Microsoft graph and other APIs and
then calculates a user secure score for a
set of security measures / controls.
The score is then presented to the user
in Teams indicating the user’s score, their
team score average
and the organisations average score.
The app also provides the user with a list
of controls they can implement to
increase their score and step-by-step
instructions on how to add these to
increase their personal security score.

Your snapshot of your organisation's
security score is easily accessed at any
time. Empired will be on hand to
recommend what action to take to
ensure that incomplete tasks are
implemented.
We will also provide up to date
information on new threats and
strategies to implement within this easyto-use and adaptable framework.
To implement our market leading User
Secure Score Dashboard, contact us
today to help every individual in your
business protect your digital assets.
Email: contact@empired.com
Phone: 1800 043 837

Your company's User Secure Score dashboard
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